The role of experiential learning in creative design appreciation among TDS students at Taylor’s University
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Abstract  
Whilst 21st century education is increasingly driven by technology, a holistic learning experience is still largely reliant on traditional pedagogies. This study focused on experiential learning that inspired design thinking among Taylor’s University students where creative cities were visited to heighten appreciation and understanding of arts and design movements. Previous research identified that learners are immersed in methods that suit their aptitude and self-confidence built in their prior learning, whereas the presence of a facilitator provides a nurturing setting and allows the learner to utilize their analytical skills in conceptualizing and processing new knowledge. In addition, it was proposed that individual learning styles are significant influences towards experiential learning. This study examined perceptions of students and elements of experiential learning incorporated during their excursion. In doing so, the similarities and differences of their individual reflections and continuance intention towards the learning experience warranted further exploration.
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INTRODUCTION  
Teaching and learning in higher education at present are increasingly active beyond the four walls of classroom environments as there is significant increase in participation and encouraging feedback from learners on non-traditional teaching methods [1]. In Malaysia, blended learning, elearning and virtual classrooms are gaining popularity in public and private colleges and universities. Subsequently, conventional method such as face-to-face interaction is given less attention as the current trends in Malaysian higher education are focused on four factors; globalization, teaching and learning, governance and knowledge-based society [2]. Nevertheless, experiential learning is equally crucial to the learner progress and takes place when: i) a person is involved in an activity, ii) he or she looks back and evaluates it, iii) determines what was useful or important to remember, and iv) uses this information to perform another activity [3]. Another study summed experiential learning as direct encounters with the phenomena being studied rather than thinking or considering the possibility of doing something about it [4]. Additionally, student holds much of the responsibility in the learning process whereby they manage their own learning, rather than being told what to do and when to do it [5]. New skills, new attitudes, or new ways of thinking are also able to develop through experiential education where it immerses learners in an experience and then encourages reflection about the experience [6].

More importantly, graduates who are skilled will be relevant, responsive and work-ready to start ahead in the global marketplace in a highly competitive and challenging modern workplace that is in line with 4th Industrial Revolution. Taylor’s University (TU), introduced Taylor’s Graduate Capabilities (TGC) in 2007 to meet the ever changing demands of industry, community and globalisation. The TGC outlined the core knowledge, skills, abilities and qualities that learners will develop at the university [7]. One of the identified skills emphasized within the TGC is “lifelong learning” in which graduates are required to utilize, synthesize and utilize information effectively to continually become intellectually engaged in the fields they would soon be part of. For this reason, The Design School (TDS) at TU embarks on a yearly experiential-immersive learning approach that complements theories learned in the classroom through excursions to foreign creative cities that aim to achieve module outcomes and required levels of design literacy as well as application. The international trips are organized to enrich learners with foreign cultures, vast arts and trademark design elements by visiting museums, galleries, art markets and attending live art performances. The objective of these excursions is to elevate experiential learning, create a more holistic learning experience and enable cultural exchange among the learners. In addition, the individual differences of learners from their unique learning styles emerge [8] and are congruent to the development of the TGC by the university.

LITERATURE REVIEW  
In education, life experience and learning form an intriguing and complex relationship. Kolb’s experiential learning model appeals to higher education where learning is shaped from the transforming experience into knowldege [9]. Experiential learning contrasted with classroom settings as the learner is exposed to direct sense experience and incontext action controlled by the individual. It has been shown that this method of learning takes place by taking apart and putting together the structures that give lives meaning, particularly coherent and meaningful experiences [10].

Current educators are burdened with the need to accommodate to digital natives known as “Generation Z” who are commonly technologically savvy thus becoming major distractions to their learning attitudes, where they are more self-centric and networked among themselves [11]. Ranai [12] had emphasised on two important
learning styles of independent study (heutagogy) and peer-oriented learning (paragogy) that could bridge to the large gap between the learners’ advanced digital media literacy and the diminishing attention towards traditional teaching methods.

Richardson et al. [13] also asserted that the learner community is still in need of social presence, teaching presence and cognitive presence, despite the emergence of e-learning for educational efficiency. Studies have highlighted individuality of the learner as their progressions are highly mediated by themselves with aid from facilitators, whereas their conceptual understanding is dependent on the exchange of cognitive transactions between peers [14], [15], [16]. Individual learning behaviour was long studied by Honey and Mumford [17] who established four learner perspectives into Activists, Theorists, Reflectors and Pragmatsists; where Activists were observed to have more enthusiasm in hands-on activities. Theorists utilize their analytical skills more than other learners while Reflectors dwell more into problem-solving tasks. Pragmatsists are identified to be keener on attending to real-world studies that could be utilized for future work-related situations. Other learning style indexes (LSI) such as Myers-Briggs Type Indicator [18] had similarly postulated that learners prefer to utilize their senses in order to achieve concrete experience of a learning activity and are more attentive to details that are relatable to real-world instances. Meanwhile, Pask [19] defined learning styles as visual and spatial skills with understanding of global awareness and citizenship. While Myers-Briggs rely on a step-by-step evaluation by the learner, Pask’s global learners absorb learning material as quickly as possible to draw a framework of ideas and understanding in which education is meant to be superficial and analogous among mutual learners for further dissection with one another. This is in contrast to the Kolb Learning Style Index where the four quadrants of learning behaviours namely the Diverger, Assimilator, Accommodator and Converger are each required by the learner to complete the full knowledgeacquiring cycle whilst at the same time indicating four different categories of learners [20]. As explained by the subsequent studies [8], [21] the Divergers (feel and watch), are described as “concrete experiencers” or “reflective observers” who are analytical about tasks given to them and tend to have a holistic overview prior to completing it. They are also keen on intellectual engagements so they can learn from it. Next, the Convergers (think and do) dwell mostly in abstract conceptualization and are known as active experimenters who are willing to attempt trial and errors while prefer to work independently. They attempt to understand through reviewing the situation and finding meaning behind the experience. Subsequently, the Accommodators who are considered “concrete experiencers” or “active experimenters” (feel and do) are the most hands-on with a lot more tendency to take action and are also by most part are independent learners where they tend to test concepts in different and new situations to discover ways to improve. Lastly, the Assimilators are “abstract conceptualizers” or “reflective observers” (think and watch) who spend time in decision making and structured understanding. They also prefer a lot more facilitators and demonstrations prior to completing tasks themselves to ensure that they are indeed on the right path. They tend to identify recurring themes, problems and/or issues that will help them with new learning experience.

The weakness of this theory lies in its adaption from the Lewinian model of Action Research and Laboratory training. Kolb highlighted that effective learning can only take place when an individual completes a cycle of the proposed Lewinian four-stage model: concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization and active experimentation. Each of these stages encourages the learners to examine their experiences through different reflective practices of feeling, watching, thinking and doing [3].

**PROBLEM STATEMENT**

Kolb’s LSI theory treats learning as a linear process where one continuously creates and implements ideas for improvement in stages. Ideally, the learner should fit any of the criteria identified by having the abilities to either be actively involved in the experience; be able to reflect on the experience; possess and use analytical skills to conceptualize the experience; and possess decision making and problem solving skills in order to use the new ideas gained from the experience. Henceforth, this signifies a significant gap in studies of Kolb’s LSI that are seen as a continuous learning process as each process already defines the dynamic characteristics of individualistic learners despite the characteristics being separate or parallel to one another. This present study intends to analyse the congruence of experiential learning elements through learner perceptions in their knowledge-acquiring process. The utilizing of specific learning styles to appreciate creative design work to enhance lifelong learning for design school learners warranted further exploration in the context of experiential learning, particularly with the varied and presentations of arts and design movements of different cultures that could also benefit other design learners and educators in their teaching approach.
METHODOLOGY
In order to examine the role of experiential learning in the study of contemporary and modern design as well as its incorporation in the learner’s progress and task outcome, content analysis was deployed on data collected through reflective essays of 23 participants to a study excursion organized by Taylor’s University Design School to Berlin, Germany. The data were collected upon the completion of the semester and was analysed using Atlas.ti CAQDAS software. The data were then simultaneously coded to ascertain patterns relevant to the literature review and research questions. Subsequently, subcategories were identified branching from and matching with key coding terms based on the literature on Kolb’s Learning Style Index [8] to determine the forms of experiential learning observed in this present study. From the coding of data, four main key coding areas or groups were established namely: 1) doing, 2) feeling, 3) thinking; and 4) watching. The quotations highlighted from the reflective essays of the learners were organized into to determine the roles and implications of experiential learning upon Taylor’s University Design School learner (TDS).

As recommended by Schreier [22] any emergent themes that was present during the coding was also included as subcategories. The data analysis and reporting was done based on the logical flow of issues discussed in this paper, particularly whether the study excursion participated by the learners engaged with their learning styles or were present within the learning excursion experience. The study constructed an inductive and thematic structure to narrate the findings from a macro level and later broke down the findings into larger meanings to identify the constructs built by learners in shaping their attitudes and behaviours towards their study excursion which goes beyond the classroom. Select quotations were featured for each category and its subcategories to illustrate the significance themes presented.

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
From the data collected, a total of 268 main quotations were highlighted and segmented in Figure 1. There is an balance in the styles displayed by learners during the experiential trip to Berlin to study art and design beyond the classroom. However, there is a significant slant towards “Feel” and “Watch” which denotes that the students are mostly from the “Diverger” category.

While Kolb’s Learning Style Index (LSI) could not specifically pinpoint to individual behavioural categories, the group of learners can be collectively considered as “Diversers” who believe in concrete experiences and who thoroughly analyse tasks given to them, resulting in a total of 20 subcategories of codes that were established in which they were all arranged and organized into the aforesaid four main groups. Additionally the group of students also believe in comprehensively reviewing ideas first and seek constructive feedback while avoiding conflicts in their reflective observations [23]. The following sections will detail three subcategories that are among the highest in rank of quotations coded in the “Feel” and “Watch” code group respectively to further ascertain the learners’ perceptions and the role of their experiential learning to gain and apply new information and knowledge.

Concrete Experience
During the excursion, the concrete experiences of the students played a major part in their receptiveness and adaptation of the experiential learning and conceptualization of new knowledge in art and design. Being put in a positive environment filled with design inspirations from renowned artists was imperative to their attitudes towards the excursion.

A. Feel - Emotions
Informant 3 immediately felt a sense of motivation after being put in a different environment compared to her home ground. She found that the location of Berlin was ideal to capture picturesque moments and become quickly adaptive to ideas of beauty that could inspire her work.

“... I fell in love with the autumn aesthetic. The beautiful brown leaves covering the ground, I once saw a mountain of fallen leaves on the corner and I wanted to jump onto it just to see it covering the ground, flying in the air. I took plenty of time to capture the autumn beauty with my camera. It was something worth to capture.”

To concur with Informant 3, Informant 11 also felt that Berlin was an ultimate canvas of art that immediately gave ideas for her artwork.

“In Berlin, everything seems so unreal. I felt a current of cool air blowing in my face. The sceneries were breathtaking. The colours of the trees are simply beautiful, I remembered telling my friend, “I wish I could use “eyedropper” to save all these colours.”

Meanwhile, Informant 2 believed that what was seen in Berlin was surreal and captivating compared to experiencing the city and its art in person. Whilst the informant had done prior research and grasped theories of European art the idea for the trip gave him an utmost urge to see it for himself. While viewing the artworks overwhelmed him, it gave Informant 2 a sense of understanding of the efforts required to produce art masterpieces, while also understanding the artists as a person upon viewing each and every detail of the work up close and personal.
B. Feel – Inspired

Informant 22 felt that itinerary was unique in inspiring future filmmakers. He felt that the information given allowed the students to “walk” through the German film timeline. Considering that there were ample knowledge provided on German filmmakers and filmmaking, the informant was pleasantly surprised.

“I was shocked to see how some of their films were shot by only using one camera and without using any other equipments. Now I have a good reason not to complain that we don’t have enough equipments to produce a good film. “

Informant 19 had a lot more enthusiasm for art and design upon her return to Malaysia, citing that she had expanded her knowledge on the subject matter during the trip to Berlin. She felt that through the different genres of art and design seen from the museums visited, it amazed her and had her inspired to work on more fascinating designs in the future. Further to this, a visit to a Games museum was commonly cited by the learners as nostalgic as well as inspiring, considering that it was unique, gave a feeling of deja vu thus inspiring new designs for the future.

“The Computer Games Museum was more than what I was expected. It turned out to be an arcade where you can actually play and interact with the consoles. It was definitely not a common museum. It was nice to see and learn the differences of style in the games. I’m a huge fan of computer games, looking at the old and classic games brought back the memories and nostalgia. It made me teared up a little bit and kept me inspired.” - Informant 18

C. Feel – Inspired

Another factor that kept the learners engaged during the excursion is the sense of camaraderie and shared interests among participants of the trip. Having room to discuss and share their new knowledge with one another enabled us to have a gleaming time during our trip”.

“I had expected the Germans to be such welcoming people and this preconception was most positively lived up too. Not to forget, my other course mates were much more informal than I had actually imagined. We all became friends quite fast and thus we had a really great time there. Their decent manner towards the entire trip enabled us to have a gleaming time during our trip”.

Similarly, Informant 2 felt that having friends close was important considering that it was his first trip away from family members and the first time experiencing the classroom overseas. While he got to experience what it’s like to travel with friends, he admitted that he had a really great and memorable time in Berlin with them. Another informant shared the same sentiments with Informant 2.

“I have learned so much from this trip, not only from the places that we visited but also from the culture and the people there as well. It really widens my eyes and made me look at things differently. It was such a good experience and exposure. I’m so glad that I went to this trip, I hope that I could visit Berlin once again, with the same people if possible. “ – Informant 1

Reflective Observation

Among the consistent behaviours among the learners were their reflective observation attitudes towards what they had experienced during the excursion to Berlin. While their emotions are influential towards perceptions of the excursion, they freely compare the differences of design and local culture based on their previous knowledge of other cultures. In using those elements, they watch and learn to form new knowledge during this experiential learning.

A. Watch – Reflective

Informant 8, found that Berliners have a more fast-paced lifestyle and in her learning of the locals, health was considered a priority where the architecture provided more reasons for Berliners to commute on foot and appreciate the creative city designs.

“ Most people in Berlin take public transport. Unlike Singapore, these public transportation are scattered, making people walk from one place to another. It keeps the Germans exercising while going to work.”

Informant 1 had compared her previous experience visiting foreign countries in order to feel appreciative of the city design and architecture.

“Berlin is very different from the previous destinations - Beijing and Tokyo - in all senses: culture, people and art. The city wonderfully combines history and modern styles in its architecture, creating an exceptional atmosphere. “

Meanwhile, Informant 4 was very specific in her learning experience, citing that museums was a great place to attempt experiential learning where they should be immersed with the local culture and lifestyle of German people themselves.

“For me, I took away more from the cultures than what the museums can showcase. It is indeed interesting looking at Germany’s past in the DDR museum to how Germans after WW2 look towards their future at the Berlinsche Galerie. The artworks at multiple museums showed that art can be appreciated by all. The view was refreshing. Everything I mentioned was amazing but none intrigued me as how Germans live their life. It was a great experience to have observed people on the side line as a tourists; but to learn their way of life, one must live among them”. 

B. Watch – Facilitator

An important part to note in the process of a majority of Diversers is that the group of learners in this study are heavily reliant on the impact of facilitators, educators and guidance upon completing certain tasks. The excursion to Berlin introduced many new elements of art and design
to the participants; and are at some points a literally foreign subject to handle and deal with. Fortunately, the presence of facilitators that included the accompanying lecturers and workshop instructors helped the students in appreciating vintage and alternative forms of art.

“On the first day of the workshop, I was assigned in the team in draw and form shapes that I collected in the museum. It was fun and fascinating that we can create in 2D and 3D forms. On the second day, my team is given the other 2 tasks, which is recording sounds from the surroundings and make our photographs with the shapes that we cut and form. It was impressive on how the photographs was formed.” - Informant 18

Further indicated by Informant 16, the participants learnt to assemble moving artwork with different colourful lights to create unique patterns on walls of the studio in which she was very focused and determined to complete.

“Along with soft music it gives you almost a magical sensation. Perhaps, our masterclass was based on the influence from this sculpture and we created monochrome pictures where shapes played the most important part. Learning how to work with basic shapes and achieving unique results can help with my future projects.”

As the participants were mostly thrown outside of their comfort zones as they are involved in a programme of a foreign country, Informant 17 found that the workshop instructors played a big part in their comprehension of new technologies in design.

“Talk about the Germans there, they have been exceptionally friendly throughout the entire trip especially during workshops and have made a massive effort to overcome the language difficulty. They seem to be extremely focused, both inside and out of work. Thus, they have entirely fulfilled my expectations in that respect and value.”

C. Watch – First Timers

Most of the students in the excursion have never experienced learning in the form of a school trip. Informant 3, felt that as a person with very little knowledge regarding foreign countries was one of the reasons he had chosen to join the excursion to Berlin. He further mentioned that the trip was to widen his horizons by observing other cultures. Additionally, several participants felt that observing the design aesthetics of the city they are stepping in for the first time would improve their learning immensely.

“This trip was most enriching for me, allowing me to take a step back to evaluate my own strengths and weaknesses. Stepping into a new environment, changing my daily routines and exposing myself to new experiences in Germany revealed much about myself of which I was not aware before.” - Informant 10

Informant 4 found that the choice of Berlin to have experiential learning through the excursion is in fact exceptional and definitely would not be achievable in Malaysia nor in the classroom walls.

“It was unique and it feels like you’re in Ikea. I honestly didn’t know what we had to do for the work and I was just following the flow. We had fun capturing sound effects from our environment and some of them were really funny. The highlight of the Bauhaus workshop is the photograms. It was rather interesting as I have never experienced what we did there.”

It is apparent the learners involved in this excursion are independently learning based on their observations that are clearly reflected in their processing of new knowledge, particularly on the local culture that inspired the art and design environment in Berlin. It also noted that what was shared throughout the journey by watching and learning have significantly influenced the learners’ emotions and attitudes towards the tasks and have encouraged them to attempt them.

DISCUSSION

As explained by Kolb [3], the learning style index consist of four principal stages of process - concrete experiences (CE), reflective observation (RO), abstract conceptualization (AC), and active experimentation (AE) which are progressively connected. Each processes signifies unique cognitive characteristics through reflective practices of feeling, watching, thinking and doing. These practices then further establishes the four quadrants of learning behaviors of Diverger, Assimilator, Accommodator and Converger which are then used to measure twinned characteristics to denote the effectiveness of experiential learning which were observed significant amongst the creative design students during their visit in Berlin through their written reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feeling (Concrete Experience - CE)</td>
<td>Accommodating (CE/AC)</td>
<td>Diverging (CE/RO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking (Abstract Conceptualization - AC)</td>
<td>Converging (AC/AC)</td>
<td>Assimilating (AC/AC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the data collected showed an apparent balance across the four learning styles, the findings still indicate that majority of the students preferred to apply the reflective process of feeling (28%) and watching (27%) when capturing their experience throughout the learning excursion in Berlin compared to the remaining 23% of students who preferred the thinking reflective process and 22% of doing. From this data, it is found that the students are a majority of Diverger (CE/RO) followed by Converger learners (AC/AC), Diverger learners are the deep thinkers with strong imagination and emotional flow. Their learning process rely heavily on the way they feel about the experiences and how it affect their emotional being. These learners will often view their experiences from different perspectives and will most
likely to generate a lot of creative ideas. Converger learners on the other hands are the practical individuals where they rely on the learning process of thinking and doing. Their preferences to technical outputs mean that they prefer doable practices of theories and ideas rather than Divergers’ wide imaginative scope. Emotions are clearly are influential towards perceptions of the excursion where informants watch and learn to form new knowledge. Chapman et al. [24] listed one of the characteristics that should be present in an activity for it to be defined as experiential is creating emotional investment; where one needs to be immersed in the experience beyond doing what they feel is required for them. This can be seen with Informant 4 that cited museums as a great place to attempt experiential learning where they should be immersed with the local culture and lifestyle of German people themselves. Also the relationship that exists within the activities is defined as experiential. During this excursion, the presence of facilitators in the form of accompanying lecturers and workshop instructors, together with their peers helped the students handle the subject that are foreign to them. Informant 1 and 2 felt that having peers together during the trip enables them to widen their perspective and made them look at things differently. Thus, it can be said that the practice of experiential learning is applicable for creative design learners due to the significant relationships built through their emotions and observations of their environment, peers and facilitators. This further determines the importance and relevance of traditional teaching pedagogies to creative design learners despite the prevalence of teaching technologies and virtual learning. The human aspect is still central and instrumental in shaping the attitudes and behaviours of learners that inspire and motivate them to improve themselves and produce learning outputs that achieve the module learning outcomes.

CONCLUSION

In order to transition into the workforce, one of the necessary skills requires to help university stays relevant to the students is through experiential learning [25]. This paper had demonstrated that experiential learning is relevant and can be useful in future academic endeavours especially in the design field. The identification of Diverger and Converger learners from this research reaffirms the importance of conceptual and technical aspect of creative idea generation in design studies. Even so, further studies are recommended to strengthen experiential learning theories as this research only concentrated on one type of design learning activity.
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